
Austrian Court Overturns Mask Mandate in
Schools

written by GEG | January 8, 2021

Austria’s Constitutional Court ruled in December that two government edicts related to
coronavirus in schools – compulsory mask-wearing and splitting classes into two halves
to be taught in alternate shifts – are illegal.
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Revolver.com makes the case that Republican Senators never intended to expose the
massive voter fraud in the presidential election when they vowed to refuse to certify
the Electoral College vote. Ultimately, none want to risk professional ruin, criminal
prosecution, or violence.

How China-Backed American Communists Use
Minority Groups to Flip States to Blue
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The Chinese have communist networks in America who are US citizens but owe their loyalty
to China. They register hundreds of thousands of minorities targeting them in door-to-
door voter registration drives, and then they get them to the polls on election day.
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Ashli Babbitt, an Unarmed Trump Supporter
Was Shot to Death by Police in the Capitol,
3 Others Also Dead
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Ashli Babbitt, an unarmed Trump supporter, was shot dead by a Capitol Police officer as
she attempted to climb through a broken window inside the building, in order to bypass a
barricade. Some witnesses said the police officer had no choice but shoot Ashli, while
others say the officer should be prosecuted.
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Predictably, Trump supporters now are being labeled as terrorists after the media failed
to question whether the agitators at the Capitol might have been agents of Trump’s
enemies carrying out a mission to throw public opinion against the President at this
critical moment.


